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Kirkwood Ave to Memorial Drive

Project Overview:

Existing Kirkwood Avenue trail crossing to Memorial Drive pedestrian plaza
Schedule

- Rain Delays in December
- Slope Repair at Mauldin
- 85% of trail poured
- Partial opening to users – will be weather dependent
• GDOT Permit has been submitted

• Roadwork and lane closures or night work to be announced at next meeting.
Mauldin / Fulton Terrace

Streetscape Improvements:

- Recycled granite curbing going in this week
- Sidewalk install (weather dependent)
- Street tree planting
- Mural on abutments
Kirkwood Crossing + Other Updates

- Detour in place until we can pour trail surface
- Street crossing of trail will impact traffic dates to be mailed out.
- Trees are all in place along trail
- Sod will go in mid February
- Grasses will be installed in spring
- Reynoldstown Stage
Thank you